Confinement effects upon the separation of structural transitions in linear systems with restricted bond fluctuation ranges.
By means of advanced parallel replica-exchange Monte Carlo methods we examine the influence of elasticity and confinement on the structural transitions of linear systems with restricted bonded interaction. For this purpose, we adopt a model for coarse-grained flexible polymers of finite length in the dilute regime. Hyperphase diagrams are constructed using energy-dependent canonical quantities to demonstrate the effects of the changes in the range of the confined interaction on the liquid and solid structural phases. With increasing bonded interaction range we observe the disappearance of the liquid phase and the fusion of the gas-liquid (or Θ) and the liquid-solid transitions. One of the most remarkable features, the liquid-gas transition, changes from second to first order if the confined interaction range exceeds a threshold that separates polymeric from nonpolymeric systems. The notoriously difficult sampling of the entropically suppressed conformations in the region of very strong first-order transitions is improved by using multiple Gaussian modified ensembles.